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Genius Vol. 1: Siege Marc Bernardin 2015-05-27 What if
the greatest military mind of our generation was born to
a people who are already supremely conditioned to wage
war, who know nothing but violence from birth and must
continually adapt to new predators in order to survive?
This action-packed book contains the full story of a
city that declares war on a brilliant young woman pushed
to the edge. Collects PILOT SEASON: GENIUS #1 and GENIUS
#1-5.
Macarthur's War Bevin Alexander 2013-05-07 General
Douglas MacArthur was highly skilled and world famous as
a military commander. Under his leadership after World
War II, Japan was rebuilt into a democratic ally. But
during the Korean War, in defiance of President Harry S.
Truman and the Joint Chiefs of Staff, he pushed for an
aggressive confrontation with Communist China—a position
intended to provoke a wider war, regardless of the
consequences. While MacArthur aspired to stamp out
Communism across the globe, Truman was much more
concerned with containing the Soviet Union. The infamous
clash between them was not only an epic turning point in
history, but the ultimate struggle between civil and
military power in the United States. While other U.S.
generals have challenged presidential authority, no
other military leader has ever so brazenly attempted to
dictate national policy. In MacArthur’s War, Bevin
Alexander details MacArthur’s battles, from the
alliances he made with Republican leaders to the
threatening ultimatum he delivered to China against
orders—the action that led directly to his downfall.
INCLUDES PHOTOGRAPHS
Masters of Command Barry Strauss 2013-05-21 Analyzes the
leadership and strategies of three forefront military
leaders from the ancient world, offers insight into the
purposes behind their conflicts, and shows what today's
leaders can glean from their successes and failures.
Journal of the United States Cavalry Association 1892
General Taylor's Life, Battles, and Despatches, With the
Only Correct Portrait Yet Published 2018-02-06 Excerpt
from General Taylor's Life, Battles, and Despatches,
With the Only Correct Portrait Yet Published: Including
Highly Important Letters, From the President of the
United States, the War Department, Secretary Marcy,
General Taylor, General Scott, Commodore Perry, and the
Mexican Authorities Under such appalling odds, with such
disad vantages, in the heart of an enemy's country,
surrounded by foes on all sides, and with an
overwhelming array actuated by every motive that could
nerve men to action, thirsting for revenge against the
invaders of their country, impelled with the ferocity of
famished wolves, and led on by their greatest champion,
what could have been anticipated but an easy and certain
triumph. But in circumstances so appalling and of such
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peril, there was no talk of retreat or of dismay among
our small but heroic band. With Gen. Taylor, backed by
American troops, there was no such word as fail. He knew
the mettle of his men; and they confided in the
sagacity, coolness, the military genius and unﬂinching
firmness of their brave old General. An officer of his
staff, writing before the battle. Says, In the course of
conversation with Gen. Taylor, i asked him if he could
realize that Gen. Santa Anna was really approaching with
such an army. The old war horse shrugged his shoulders
and replied, Let them come; they will go back a good
deal faster. He has no fears. The result, glorious in
the extreme, has proved the accuracy of his
calculations. Words are in adequate to express the high
admiration and the deep felt gratitude which has
inspired the coun try, at the glorious achievements at
Buena Vista. It has been truly said that, in no page of
our history do we find recorded four such hard fought
battles, fought at such fearful odds as these. Which
have placed such laurels on the brow of Gen. Taylor, and
the brave troops under his com mand. The country is
astonished to find it pos sesses such a man! About the
Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of
thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at
www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an
important historical work. Forgotten Books uses stateof-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work,
preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases,
an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or
missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do,
however, repair the vast majority of imperfections
successfully; any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such
historical works.
Victory at Any Cost Cecil B. Currey 2005 The definitive
biography of one of history's greatest generals
The Genius of Alexander the Great N Hammond 2004-01-01
"As a commander of men of many races, Alexander was and
is incomparable. As a statesman he envisaged, and to
some extent created, an ecumenical kingdom which rose
above race and nation and which enjoyed peace and
prosperity, extending from his birthplace in Macedonia
to the borders of Kashmir. His intellect and charismatic
personality so fascinated those he conquered that they
served in his army and administration and adopted him as
the hero of their quasi-mythical romances. We have much
to learn today from this genius of a man who died having
achieved so much at the age of thirty-two."--BOOK
JACKET.
The General and the Genius James Kunetka 2015-07-13 With
a blinding flash in the New Mexico desert in the summer
of 1945, the world was changed forever. The bomb that
ushered in the atomic age was the product of one of
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history's most improbable partnerships. The General and
the Genius reveals how two extraordinary men pulled off
the greatest scientific feat of the twentieth century.
Leslie Richard Groves of the Army Corps of Engineers,
who had made his name by building the Pentagon in record
time and under budget, was made overlord of the
impossibly vast scientific enterprise known as the
Manhattan Project. His mission: to beat the Nazis to the
atomic bomb. So he turned to the nation's preeminent
theoretical physicist, J. Robert Oppenheimer—the chainsmoking, martini-quaffing son of wealthy Jewish
immigrants, whose background was riddled with communist
associations—Groves's opposite in nearly every respect.
In their three-year collaboration, the iron-willed
general and the visionary scientist led a brilliant team
in a secret mountaintop lab and built the fearsome
weapons that ended the war but introduced the human race
to unimaginable new terrors. And at the heart of this
most momentous work of World War II is the story of two
extraordinary men—the general and the genius.
The Genius of universal emancipation. B. Lundy, ed
Genius of universal emancipation 1832
George Washington's Military Genius Dave Richard Palmer
2012-05-28 Discusses George Washington's military
strategies during the American Revolution and how his
particular tactics aided in defeating the British army,
including his utilization of European training
techniques and his moral leadership.
Such Troops as These Bevin Alexander 2015-09-01
Acclaimed military historian Bevin Alexander offers a
provocative analysis of Stonewall Jackson’s military
genius and reveals how the Civil War might have ended
differently if Jackson’s strategies had been adopted.
The Civil War pitted the industrial North against the
agricultural South, and remains one of the most
catastrophic conflicts in American history. With triple
the population and eleven times the industry, the Union
had a decided advantage over the Confederacy. But one
general had a vision that could win the War for the
South—Thomas J. “Stonewall” Jackson. Jackson believed
invading the eastern states from Baltimore to Maine
could divide and cripple the Union, forcing surrender,
but failed to convince Confederate president Jefferson
Davis or General Robert E. Lee. In Such Troops as These,
Bevin Alexander presents a compelling case for Jackson
as the greatest general in American history. Fiercely
dedicated to the cause of Southern independence, Jackson
would not live to see the end of the War. But his
military legacy lives on and finds fitting tribute in
this book.
Wellington's Wars Huw J. Davies 2012-06-26 Arthur
Wellesley, Duke of Wellington, lives on in popular
memory as the "Invincible General," loved by his men,
admired by his peers, formidable to his opponents. This
incisive book revises such a portrait, offering an
accurate--and controversial--new analysis of
Wellington's remarkable military career. Unlike his
nemesis Napoleon, Wellington was by no means a man of
innate military talent, Huw J. Davies argues. Instead,
the key to Wellington's military success was an
exceptionally keen understanding of the relationship
between politics and war.Drawing on extensive primary
research, Davies discusses Wellington's military
apprenticeship in India, where he learned through
mistakes as well as successes how to plan campaigns,
organize and use intelligence, and negotiate with
allies. In India Wellington encountered the constant
political machinations of indigenous powers, and it was
there that he apprenticed in the crucial skill of
balancing conflicting political priorities. In later
campaigns and battles, including the Peninsular War and
Waterloo, Wellington's genius for strategy, operations,
and tactics emerged. For his success in the art of war,
he came to rely on his art as a politician and
tactician. This strikingly original book shows how
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Wellington made even unlikely victories possible--with a
well-honed political brilliance that underpinned all of
his military achievements.
The Internal Revenue Record and Customs Journal 1888
Stonewall Jackson James I. Robertson 1997 The passage of
130 years has failed to temper the fascination and
respect for Confederate General Thomas Jonathan
"Stonewall" Jackson. This major new biography reveals
not only Jackson the brilliant military strategist, but
also Jackson the man of humble beginnings. 17 photos. 14
maps.
The Madness of Alexander the Great Richard A Gabriel
2015-03-31 Over the years, some 20,000 books and
articles have been written about Alexander the Great,
the vast majority hailing him as possibly the greatest
general that ever lived. Richard A. Gabriel, however,
argues that, while Alexander was clearly a succesful
soldier-adventurer, the evidence of real greatness is
simply not there. ?The author presents Alexander as a
misfit within his own warrior society, attempting to
overcompensate. Thoroughly insecure and unstable, he was
given to episodes of uncontrollable rage and committed
brutal atrocities that would today have him vilified as
a monstrous psychopath. The author believes some of his
worst excesses may have been due to what we now call
Post Traumatic Stress Disorder, of which he displays
many of the classic symptoms, brought on by extended
exposure to violence and danger. Above all the author
thinks that Alexander's military ability has been
flattered by History. Alexander was tactically competent
but contributed nothing truly original, while his
strategy was often flawed and distorted by his obsession
with personal glory. This radical reappraisal is certain
to provoke debate.
Genius of Place Justin Martin 2011 Describes the life of
the landscape architect responsible for New York's
Central Park and Boston's Emerald Necklace including his
lesser-known time spent as an influential journalist,
early voice for the environment and abolitionist, all
overshadowed by a tragic personal life.
A Military Genius Sarah Ellen Blackwell 2019-12-09 "A
Military Genius" by Sarah Ellen Blackwell. Published by
Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles
that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics &
literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten−or yet
undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue the
books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has
been meticulously edited and formatted to boost
readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is
to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible
to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
Patton Carlo D'Este 1996-09-27 Patton: A Genius for War
is a full-fledged portrait of an extraordinary American
that reveals the complex and contradictory personality
that lay behind the swashbuckling and brash facade.
According to Publishers Weekly, the result is "a major
biography of a major American military figure." "This
massive work is biography at its very best. Literate and
meaty, incisive and balanced, detailed without being
pedantic. Mr. D'Este's Patton takes its rightful place
as the definitive biography of this American warrior." -Calvin L. Christman, Dallas Morning News "D'Este tells
this story well, and gives us a new understanding of
this great and troubled man."-The Wall Street Journal
"An instant classic." --Douglas Brinkley, director,
Eisenhower Center
Lost Victories Bevin Alexander 1992 An account of the
career of the Civil War's master tactician argues that
it was Lee's strategic timidity and not his prescience
that prevented Jackson from striking north across the
Potomac to force a peace. 15,000 first printing.
The Illustrated American 1896
Lost Victories Bevin Alexander 2004-02-01 While studies
of the American Civil War generally credit Robert E Lee
with military expertise, this account argues that
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Stonewall Jackson was superior strategist who could have
won the war for the South: Had Lee accepted Jackson's
plan for an invasion of the North, the South might have
surprised and dismayed the Union forces into defeat.
Using primary sources, the author reconstructs the
battles that demonstrate Jackson's brilliance as a
commander.
The Homiletic Review 1913
Manual of Heavy Artillery Service John Caldwell Tidball
1884
Strategic Genius U. S. Military 2017-02-24 When faced
with complex problems, military leaders frequently fail
to reach desired strategic outcomes. A leader with years
of personal experience and a track record of success
often runs headlong into a highly complex operational
environment and achieves poor results. These leaders
often consider the situation from only a military
perspective and, as a consequence, arrive at a
simplistic understanding of the environment. This poor
understanding frequently pairs well with biased
solutions favored by military institutions. Even if they
generate an innovative approach, few leaders possess the
capability to achieve buy-in from superiors and
subordinates to see it through. A leader who possesses a
gift for strategic understanding paired with a capacity
to realize new approaches would be the elusive strategic
genius. What traits make a strategic genius? Though
several military theorists such as Lawrence Freedman and
Colin Gray warn that such rare genius may not exist,
Carl von Clausewitz contends that such a leader is
possible but would require a "harmonious combination" of
several traits. While the Prussian provides some vague
suggestions, his description of genius fails to offer
tangible characteristics that are relevant to today's
operational environment. Several modern theorists
examine how such an individual might think and some
offer how this person might lead but few combine these
traits to develop the concept of strategic genius as a
whole. Looking at both strategic thinking and strategic
leadership through an interdisciplinary lens of
complexity science, design theory, and history, this
monograph examines how a leader's perspective on
problems and style of communication can generate
strategic genius. Rather than prescribing a set of
characteristics, this work suggests that strategic
genius requires a unique combination of diverse
perspectives on complex and adaptive environments
matched with the compelling courage to recognize and
resist personal biases and gain institutional buy-in to
achieve innovative results. Rather than searching for
how to attain or how to practice strategic genius, this
monograph simply asks what is strategic genius? To this
end, instead of describing the development of strategic
genius, this monograph attempts to describe its
characteristics. In short, this work offers the what of
strategic genius and only implies how such an ability
develops. Rather than separating concepts of strategic
thinking and strategic leadership, this monograph
attempts to understand the effective combination of both
within the same leader. This work uses abductive
reasoning (synthesizing contemporary theories) to
develop a working hypothesis and then tests this
combined theory against two historical case studies.
Journal of the Royal United Service Institution 1898
Genius of Universal Emancipation 1831
A Very Stable Genius Philip Rucker 2021-02-23 The
instant #1 bestseller, now updated with new reporting.
“This taut and terrifying book is among the most closely
observed accounts of Donald J. Trump’s shambolic tenure
in office to date." - Dwight Garner, The New York Times
Washington Post national investigative reporter Carol
Leonnig and White House bureau chief Philip Rucker, both
Pulitzer Prize winners, provide the definitive insider
narrative of Donald Trump’s presidency “I alone can fix
it.” So proclaimed Donald J. Trump on July 21, 2016,
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accepting the Republican presidential nomination and
promising to restore what he described as a fallen
nation. Yet as he undertook the actual work of the
commander in chief, it became nearly impossible to see
beyond the daily chaos of scandal, investigation, and
constant bluster. In fact, there were patterns to his
behavior and that of his associates. The universal value
of the Trump administration was loyalty—not to the
country, but to the president himself—and Trump’s North
Star was always the perpetuation of his own power. With
deep and unmatched sources throughout Washington, D.C.,
Carol Leonnig and Philip Rucker reveal the forty-fifth
president up close. Here, for the first time, certain
officials who felt honor-bound not to divulge what they
witnessed in positions of trust tell the truth for the
benefit of history. A peerless and gripping narrative, A
Very Stable Genius not only reveals President Trump at
his most unvarnished but shows how he tested the
strength of America’s democracy and its common heart as
a nation.
Senate documents 1879
A Genius for War Trevor Nevitt Dupuy 1991-08-01
The New American State Papers, Military Affairs:
Institutional and military society ecology Benjamin
Franklin Cooling (III) 1979
The Eclectic Magazine of Foreign Literature, Science,
and Art 1852
Claire Lee Chennault 1909 Author's abstract: The
military genius is a rare and valued individual. Carl
von Clausewitz wrote extensively on the necessity for
and determinants of the military genius. Specifically he
wrote of the need for an inquiring mind, a comprehensive
approach, and a calm head. Claire Lee Chennault lived
during a time when these qualities of genius were
critically important to the United States. This paper
examines Chennault.
1000 Portraits of Genius Victoria Charles 2014-11-24
According to the defined canons of art technique, a
portrait should be, above all, a faithful representation
of its model. However, this gallery of 1000 portraits
illustrates how the genre has been transformed
throughout history, and has proven itself to be much
more complex than a simple imitation of reality. Beyond
exhibiting the skill of the artist, the portrait must
surpass the task of imitation, as just and precise as it
may be, to translate both the intention of the artist as
well as that of its patron, without betraying eitherÊs
wishes. Therefore, these silent witnesses, carefully
selected in these pages, reveal more than faces of
historic figures or anonymous subjects: they reveal a
psychology more than an identity, illustrate an
allegory, serve as political and religious propaganda,
and embody the customs of their epochs. With its
impressive number of masterpieces, biographies, and
commentaries on works, this book presents and analyses
different portraits, consequently exposing to the
reader, and to any art lover, a reflection of the
evolution of society, and above all the upheavals of a
genre that, over 300 centuries of painting, has shaped
the history of art.
How Wars Are Won Bevin Alexander 2007-12-18 Even as we
head into twenty-first-century warfare, thirteen timetested rules for waging war remain relevant. Both timely
and timeless, How Wars Are Won illuminates the thirteen
essential rules for success on the battlefield that have
evolved from ancient times until the present day.
Acclaimed military historian Bevin Alexander’s incisive
and vivid analyses of famous battles throughout the ages
show how the greatest commanders—from Alexander the
Great to Douglas MacArthur—have applied these rules. For
example: • Feign retreat: Pretend defeat, fake a
retreat, then ambush the enemy while being pursued. Used
to devastating effect by the North Vietnamese against
U.S. forces during the Vietnam War. • Strike at enemy
weakness: Avoid the enemy’s strength entirely by
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refusing to fight pitched battles, a method that has run
alongside conventional war from the earliest days of
human conflict. Brilliantly applied by Mao Zedong to
defeat the Chinese Nationalists. • Defend, then attack:
Gain possession of a superior weapon or tactical system,
induce the enemy to launch a fruitless attack, then go
on the offensive. Employed repeatedly against the Goths
by the Eastern Roman general Belisarius to reclaim vast
stretches of the Roman Empire. The lessons of history
revealed in these pages can be used to shape the
strategies needed to win the conflicts of today.
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The Genius of Robert E. Lee Al Kaltman 2000 Applies the
Civil War general's philosophy of military leadership to
such business management strategies as confronting
problems, achieving goals, respecting employees, and
proving competence.
Current Literature 1888
The Westminster Review 1879
The United States Army and Navy Journal and Gazette of
the Regular and Volunteer Forces 1876
Navy and Army Illustrated 1895
Reflexions on the Invasion of Great Britain England 1803
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